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Prohibition on Political Campaign Intervention Activities  
 

501(c)(3)  organizations are prohibited from explicitly or implicitly supporting or opposing any candidate for public 
office, coordinating messaging with candidates, or appearing to favor/oppose one candidate over another.   
Furthermore, no organizational resources, including personnel, equipment may be used for partisan election 
purposes.   However, the prohibition on political campaign activity applies only to tax-exempt charitable organizations, 
not to the activities of individuals in their private capacity. 
 
The IRS will consider all of the facts and circumstances surrounding an activity to determine whether an activity 
violates this prohibition.  TMotivationT of a 501(c)(3) organization is irrelevant in determining whether activities are 
prohibited campaign intervention.  Some of the facts and circumstances include: proximity to the election; reference to 
the election; identifying the candidates' positions on a policy issue; whether the policy issue raised distinguishes the 
candidates; whether the activity benefits or detriments a candidate; and the organization's advocacy history on the 
policy issue, among others.   

 
In general, 501(c)(3)s UMAYU: 

! Engage in limited lobbying, including work to support or oppose ballot measures; 
! Conduct nonpartisan public education and training sessions about participation in the political process; 
! Educate all candidates on public interest issues; 
! Educate the public about the candidates' views on a broad range of issues (through candidate questionnaires or 

candidate debates); 
! Share research already gathered on a particular issue as long as it is offered to all candidates and parties; 
! Rent, at fair market value, mailing lists and facilities to other organizations, legislators, and candidates if it is part 

of an on-going activity, available to all candidates in the same election on an equal basis, available to the general 
public,  and not arranged only for a particular candidate or party; 

! Conduct nonpartisan Get-Out-The-Vote and voter registration drives; 
! Establish a controlled 501(c)(4) or 527 organization; 
! Work with all political parties to get policy positions included on the party's platform; 
! Attend political party conventions to raise awareness of issues important to the organization. 
! Engage in unlimited campaign activities Uduring personal timeU, as long as the organization member provides a 

disclaimer that any title or affiliation with the organization is provided for identification purposes only and the 
comments are not intended to represent the views of the organization; 

! Distribute voter guides that are unbiased and do not show a preference for or against a candidate or party. 
 
In general, 501(c)(3)s UMAY NOTU: 

! Endorse candidates for public office; 
! Make any campaign contributions (whether monetary or in-kind) on behalf of the organization or using 

organization funds 
! Make expenditures on behalf of candidates; 
! Restrict rental of their mailing lists and facilities to certain candidates or engage in such business transactions for 

the first time with candidates; 
! Ask candidates to sign pledges on any issue (for instance, ask candidates if they promise to support VAWA 

reauthorization if elected); 
! Increase the volume or amount of incumbent criticism as election time approaches; 
! Publish or communicate anything that explicitly or implicitly favors or opposes a candidate; 
! Use office company-issued computers, telephones, blackberries, etc. to participate in campaign engagement, 

campaign intervention and candidate endorsement activities. 
 

    TIP SHEET FOR ENGAGING IN POLITICAL CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES 
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Coalition staff or volunteers attending political campaign events on behalf of a 501(c)(3) 
organization UMAY NOTU: 

! Explicitly or implicitly endorse any candidate or political party.  Nothing should be said, done, or implied that 
suggests support for or opposition to a candidate or political party; 

! Make any direct or indirect campaign or party contributions; 
! Conduct new research on their issue and provide it to a particular candidate or party or use any of its resources 

to pay for or participate in a partisan event; 
! Comment positively or negatively on the character or qualifications of a candidate running for office. 
! Wear political buttons or t-shirts while representing a 501(c)(3) organization; 
! Put political signs, bumper stickers or political buttons up at the organization's event or display area; 
! Make any statement or hand out literature supportive of (or opposed to) a candidate or party at a 501(c)(3)-

sponsored event; 
! Allow the distribution of any partisan political material at a 501(c)(3) event (including candidate and party 

materials, or partisan materials from 501(c)(4), 501(c)(5), 501(c)(6) 
organizations or PACs); 

! Ask event attendees to support candidates that are good on its issues (or the converse); 
! Ask candidates to pledge support for particular issues or proposals if elected. 

 
Questions and Answers 

 
Q: Can I invite a candidate to tour my shelter or attend an event at my Coalition? 
A: Yes, in most instances candidates can attend non-profit functions in their capacity as a candidate, sitting elected 
official or as an individual.  If a candidate who is also a public official wishes to attend an event sponsored by your 
Coalition in their capacity as an individual or a sitting public official, the event must be nonpartisan and the Coalition 
must inform the audience that the person is not acting as an official candidate or discussing his/her candidacy.  
However, if you decide to invite candidates in their capacity as a candidate, the Coalition must provide an equal 
opportunity to participate, not necessarily at the same time, to all political candidates seeking the same office.   
 
Regardless of which capacity a candidate is attending your function, the Coalition UcannotU engage in any political 
campaign intervention activities including: (1) indicate any support for or opposition to the candidate (including 
candidate introductions and communications concerning the candidate’s attendance); and (2) engage in any 
fundraising activities.   

 
Q: What if the Obama-Biden campaign reaches out to my Coalition requesting background material on 
violence against women, should I provide the same material to the McCain-Palin campaign if they did not 
request it? 
A: Yes, you should share public, preexisting information that the organization/coalition is known to handle with both 
the requesting candidate as well as other candidates seeking the same office.  Organizations/coalitions are 
responsible for placing a written disclaimer on materials indicating that they are a nonpartisan organization that does 
not support or oppose any candidate running for public office. 
 
Q: What if a candidate asks me to participate in a focus group or public endorsement event because of my 
leadership role at my Coalition, am I able to participate? 
A: Yes, if acting on personal time and not in official capacity on behalf of the Coalition.  Coalition leaders, staff, and 
volunteers must provide a disclaimer that any title or affiliation with the organization is provided for identification 
purposes only and such comments are not intended to represent the views of the organization.  The political 
campaign intervention prohibition is not intended to restrict free expression on political matters by leaders of 
organizations speaking for themselves, as individuals.  Nor are leaders prohibited from speaking about important 
issues of public policy.  However, for your organization to remain tax exempt under section 501(c)(3), leaders cannot  
make partisan comments during organization business, in official organization publications or at official functions of 
the organization.  Please use personal time and personal equipment such as cell phones, computers and email when 
communicating with candidates, campaigns or political parties/committees. 
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Q: How can Coalitions keep their issues in the minds of candidates and voters? 
A: Coalitions may engage in nonpartisan, issue oriented activities designed to educate the candidates and the general 
public on issues important to the organization.1  They may not suggest support for or opposition to any candidate or 
party. 
 
A Coalition may conduct an educational event around violence against women related policy.  For example, a coalition 
may host an event on site during Domestic Violence Awareness Month for the purpose of educating candidates about 
the need to focus on domestic violence policy.  The event must be nonpartisan and the coalition must invite all 
candidates to attend, not necessarily at the same time, but must be given similar roles for participation. 
 
Q: As CEO of my Coalition, am I permitted to tell my staff, board members and volunteers during a staff 
meeting who they should vote for? 
A: No, because that would constitute political campaign intervention. 
 
Q: Do these rules apply to all Coalition staff, board members and volunteers? 
A: Yes, when acting on company time.  The prohibition on partisan political campaign activity does not apply to the 
activities of employees, board members and volunteers acting in their individual capacity or during personal time.  
Staff, board members and volunteers may work on political campaigns outside work hours, or use their available leave 
time and personal email, cell phones or blackberries.  Moreover, leaders and volunteers may not use the facilities, 
equipment, personnel, or other resources of the organization to provide support or oppose a candidate or campaign. 
 

If you have further questions or concerns, please contact Tralonne Shorter, 
Public Policy Director at 202.543.5566 or tshorter@nnedv.org 

 
 

 
1In addition to complying with federal tax law, organizations must comply with new House and Senate ethics rules that limit the 
circumstances in which Members of Congress may participate in certain events sponsored by organizations registered as 
federal lobbying organizations and/or lobbyists whom they employ during national party conventions.  It is recommended that 
organizations who may be governed by these rules review any relevant guidance before proceeding with their activity. 
 


